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Abstract
We consider in this paper the problem of controlling a multi-agent system whose agents move across discrete
locations. The agents attempt to extract resources from the environment in order to maximize their completion of
tasks, while the environment, which may vary as the system evolves, distributes its resources according to the agents
requests. The environment is modeled as a network with discrete nodes. Our ultimate goal is to design the dynamical
policies that rule the behavior of agents and nodes such that the usage of resources in the network is optimized.
In order to solve this problem, we propose a hybrid model to describe both agents and nodes. Several components
of this model are design variables that may be obtained analytically. We then formulate an equivalent optimization
problem that may be decomposed into two hierarchical optimization problems: An integer optimization problem that
considers the distribution of agents among the nodes of the network, and a convex optimization problem within each
node that corresponds to the distribution of resources of each node among its resident agents. We show that the
optimization problem within each node is a special case of the formulation that models congestion control algorithms
in the Internet. We then use the available results to solve the continuous portion of the proposed hybrid description
for agents and nodes. Moreover, we show that the resulting continuous dynamics are globally asymptotically stable,
with their equilibrium point coinciding with the solution of the optimization problem. As a consequence, the proposed
continuous dynamics yield an interconnected system that is stable on each possible configuration of agents and nodes,
i.e., on each possible combination of discrete states in their hybrid model. This completes the design of the continuous
dynamics of the proposed model, while the design of the discrete dynamics is relegated to future work.
Index Terms
Multi-agent system, discrete environment, resource allocation, hybrid dynamical model.
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Hybrid Framework for Resource Allocation
among Multiple Agents Moving on Discrete
Environments
I. I NTRODUCTION
Advances in computation and communication technologies provide interesting possibilities for substituting complex and expensive single devices, with more cost-effective distributed systems of multiple simple devices. The
advantage of these distributed systems, better known as multi-agent systems, is that they can perform complicated
tasks by generating a group behavior through the coordination of the agent’s actions, usually using only local policies
and information that is available through limited communication and sensing. This results in greater efficiency and
robustness of the system, compared to that of a single device. However, the control of multiple entities with common
goals raises new challenges which include but are not limited to the design of local policies that enable a stable (and
maybe optimal) group behavior, the reliable information sharing under communication constraints, and consensus
among agents with potentially different measurements.
There exists extensive literature on multi-agent systems varying by application and objective. One major thrust
of the research on cooperative control is that of safe group navigation. Different approaches have been proposed
to address this problem. They include, but are not limited to formation control [10], [22], [24], [28], [40], [43],
flocking and swarming algorithms [12], [15], [20], [38], [39], and platooning [18], [37]. Another frequently discussed
problem is that of positioning agents on a given environment. Results in this direction include facility location via
distributed optimization [9], perimeter tracking [6], formations using implicit functions [5], and coordination using
Internet-like protocols [34]. Researchers have also studied general consensus problems [23], [26], [27], [32], [33],
sensor network applications [13], [25], and distributed task assignment using load balancing schemes [11].
The problem we address in this paper is the following: We consider a set of heterogeneous agents whose goal is to
optimize a utility function via the utilization of resources available in the environment. The environment is composed
of discrete locations connected by paths used by the agents to locate resources at such locations. Different locations
may have different types and amounts of available resources, and each location (a node) allocates its resources
according to requests from its resident agents. The agents request resources according to their particular tasks,
which are encoded on their utility functions. The resources are allowed to vary in discrete form and according to
environment related events. The agents are therefore capable of two types of decisions: Requesting more (or less)
of a resource from a location they already occupy, and moving from one location to another in order to obtain better
resources. The ultimate goal of the cooperative system is to optimize the aggregate of the agent’s utility functions
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using only local policies i.e., control decisions at the agent level, such that the usage of the environment resources
is globally optimized by the multi-agent system.
The original motivation for the problem described above is related to the design of future communication networks
[29]. The communications related problem is due to the need of a smarter Internet [7] in order to deal with challenges
that communication networks are facing due to their size explosion. An architecture that addresses this problem
abstracts the functions of the network from the physical network [16]. This is done using software agents that
implement the different functions of the network (routing, DNS resolution, storage, etc.) and viewing the hardware
nodes as resource providers to be used by the agents for the completion of their tasks. The agents are then
allowed to move autonomously among the nodes of the network in search of nodes that increase the efficiency
and effectiveness of their task completion. A more detailed discussion of the optimization problem related to the
communication network design is found in [29].
The problem we address in this paper has an important difference from prior literature on multi-agent control
systems [5], [6], [9]–[13], [15], [18], [20], [22]–[28], [32]–[34], [37]–[40], [43]. We consider agents moving among
discrete locations while the cited results consider agents moving in a continuous space or with continuous dynamics.
We therefore model the environment as a graph where the nodes represent the discrete locations and the edges
represent the paths that the agents use to obtain information about other nodes and to move between locations.
Moreover, in order to capture the complete behavior of this interconnected system, we model the agents and nodes as
hybrid systems. The general hybrid model we use allows us to capture both the continuous evolution of the resource
allocation tasks (node and agent dynamics), and the discrete events related to the changes on resource availability
in the locations (node dynamics) and the movement of agents among the locations in the environment (agent
dynamics). Since the final goal is to optimize the usage of the network resources, we formulate an optimization
problem, which turns out to be a mixed integer nonlinear optimization problem. We then obtain an equivalent
hierarchical optimization problem composed of a (global) network integer optimization problem at the higher level
of the hierarchy, and several decentralized (one for each node in the network) convex optimization problems.
We then observe that the convex optimization problem within each node is a special case of the optimization
problem used to model various Internet congestion control algorithms [17], [19], [36]. This allows us to perform
several simplifications in the design of the agents and nodes dynamics. First, the continuous dynamics are designed
separately from the discrete dynamics. Moreover, the continuous dynamics for both the agents and nodes are
designed based on the dynamic model for the Internet congestion control algorithms [1], [19], [36], [41]. This
implies that there is a globally asymptotically stable (continuous) equilibrium point for each possible (discrete)
agent distribution in the network, and that these equilibria coincide with the solution of the optimization problem
for that particular distribution. It is important to note that the results in this paper provide a complete design for
the continuous dynamics of agents and nodes, but leave open the design of the discrete transition rules. In Section
VII we discuss our ongoing and future research work related to this issue.
The optimization problem formulated in this paper may be solved using model-based techniques, such as
combinatorial optimization [8], or mixed integer programming [14] approaches. These techniques, however, present a
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major problem in terms of computational complexity, since they are N P -complete in the number of integer variables
( [35] Chapter 18) which in our case may become very large. Instead we propose a hierarchical approach exploiting
the structure of the problem, which allows us to decentralize the continuous decision variables, leaving only the
discrete ones for centralized optimization. Moreover in [29] we proposed the use of randomized algorithms for the
centralized optimization in order to avoid the computational complexity issues of model-based techniques. While
this hierarchical solution is similar in spirit to the dual decomposition approach proposed in [42], the discrete
component of our problem makes it different from that handled by dual decomposition [42]. In fact, the dual
decomposition approach which only considers continuous decision variables.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents our working assumptions, the general hybrid
model for agents and nodes and the multi-agent system objective design. Section III outlines the hierarchical
optimization approach that solves the problem stated, while Section IV presents the solution for the convex
optimization problem within each node. Section V presents the design of the continuous dynamics of agents and
nodes, Section VI shows a simulation example of the designed portion of the model, and Section VII summarizes
our results.
II. H YBRID M ODEL

AND

D ESIGN O BJECTIVE

A. Preliminary concepts
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with nodes indexed by V = {1, 2, ..., Nv } and edges E = {(v, w) : v, w ∈ V, v 6=
w, and v connected to w}. We call the graph undirected if (v, w) ∈ E whenever (w, v) ∈ E. A graph is connected
if there is a path between any pair of nodes in the graph, where a path from v to w is a sequence of different
nodes starting at v and ending at w such that consecutive nodes are connected. We call neighborhood of v to the
set Nv = {w ∈ V : (v, w) ∈ E}.
Let a Controlled Hybrid Dynamical System (CHDS) [4] be a tuple H = [Q, Σ, GA , ZA , S, GC , ZC ] where:
•

Q is the set of discrete states.

•

Σ = {Σq }q∈Q is the collection of dynamical systems with Σq = (Xq , R+ , fq , Uq ), where Xq is the continuous

•

state space, R+ is the time set, fq is the continuous dynamics, and Uq is the set of continuous controls .
S
S = {SqA }q∈Q {SqC }q∈Q is the set of discrete transition labels. sA ∈ SqA determines the next discrete mode

for an autonomous transition, and sC ∈ SqC determines the next mode for a controlled transition.
•

A
A
GA = {GA
q }q∈Q , where Gq : Sq → Xq , is a guard condition for an autonomous jump for each q ∈ Q.

•

C
C
GC = {GC
q }q∈Q , where Gq : Sq → Xq , is a guard condition for a controlled jump for each q ∈ Q.

•

A
ZA = {ZqA }q∈Q where ZqA : GA
q × Sq → {Xp }p∈Q is the autonomous transition map.

C
ZC = {ZqC }q∈Q , where ZqC : GC
q × Sq → {Xp }p∈Q is the controlled transition map.

S
Finally, H =
q∈Q Xq × Q is the hybrid state space of H. Note that S may include the no transition element
•

{id}.

The difference between autonomous transitions and controlled transitions is that the autonomous transitions S A
take place as soon as the continuous state reaches an autonomous transition guard GA i.e., the transitions are
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forced, while controlled transitions only take place if a transition event S C occurs while the continuous state is in
a controlled transition guard GC . This means that even if the continuous state is in a controlled transition guard
the transition will not take place until an event enabling the transition occurs.
B. System’s description
Consider the following scenario. A set of agents is moving on an environment composed of discrete locations.
Each location (node) has different types and amounts of resources that may be allocated to the agents, while the
agents use such resources for the completion of different tasks. The agents are greedy entities competing for the
resources in the network, which means that each agent attempts to maximize its usage of resources considering
only its own benefit. Agents are capable of requesting resources from the node that hosts them, as well as migrating
to different nodes in the network seeking resources to complete their task. Task satisfaction is measured using a
utility function that provides a real value as a function of the resources that the agent uses.
Each node distributes the resources among the agents it hosts according to the requests of these agents. The
nodes may, however, suffer changes in their resource amounts. The paths (edges) that connect different locations
are used by the agents to move between nodes and/or to obtain information about resources in nearby locations,
may change over time. The final objective is to design the nodes’ and agents’ dynamics such that the usage of
resources in the environment (network) is optimized with respect to the requirements of the agents. A pictorial
representation of the problem is shown in Figure 1. We impose the following assumptions:

Fig. 1.

Multi-agent system example: Each location in the network distributes its local resources among its residing agents. The locations are

abstracted as nodes in a graph (gray ovals), the paths available for movement of agents and communication of states between different nodes
are represented by edges in the graph. The agents are represented with black circles and the resources they use by gray bars. Agents move
between nodes (identified with arrows on top) expecting better resources at a destination node

Assumption 1 (Network) The network is an undirected graph G = (V, E) where the fixed total number of nodes
is Nv .
Assumption 2 (Resources) There exist Nr types of resources in the network, where Nr is fixed. For each node
i ∈ V the set of available amount of resources to be allocated among the agents located on node i is denoted by
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Ri = {ri,1 , ri,2 , ...ri,Nr }, where ri,j ∈ R is the amount of resource of type j available at node i. We assume that
for all i ∈ V and all j ∈ R = {1, 2, ..., Nr }, ri,j may vary on time, taking on values from a finite set Ξ ⊂ R
according to the dynamics specified in Assumption 4.
Assumption 3 (Agents) There is a fixed number of agents Na , indexed by the set A = {1, 2, ..., Na }. The state
of each agent k ∈ A consists of an ordered tuple (xk,1 , xk,2 , ..., xk,Nr , qk ), where xk,j ∈ R represents the amount
of resource of type j allocated to agent k, and qk ∈ V denotes the location of agent k in the graph. Note that
0 ≤ xk,j < ∞ for all k ∈ A and all j ∈ R.
If Assumption 1 is relaxed, the number of nodes may change over time and it may be possible to have asymmetric
communication and agent movement capabilities between nodes. If Assumption 3 is relaxed, we may allow variations
in the number of agents over time. Note however that Assumption 2 is strongly related to Assumption 1 because
if 0 ∈ Ξ, then Ri = 0 emulates the disappearance of node i from the network. The assumption that Ri varies over
time may then be used to represent the appearance or disappearance of nodes in the network.
We believe that the existence of a fixed number of (non-negative but finite) resources’ types in Assumption 2,
and the description of the agents states in Assumption 3 are reasonable. Any practical problem that may be modeled
under this framework could potentially generate a large set of resources’ types to be allocated, but this set is still
finite. Agent satisfaction depends upon their location in the network and the resources allocated to them, so the
relevant information for the agents is contained in the state description introduced in Assumption 3.
We now extend the definition of neighborhoods from graph theory to consider agents and nodes neighborhoods
in the network as follows:
Definition 1 (Neighborhoods) Let the neighborhood of a node i ∈ V be Ni = {w ∈ V : (i, w) ∈ E}

S
{k ∈ A :

qk = i} i.e., the neighborhood of a node is composed by the nodes that are connected to it by an edge in the
network and the agents that are located inside the node (shown in Figure 2-top). Let the neighborhood of an agent
S
k ∈ A be Nk = {a ∈ A : qa = qk } {w ∈ V : qk = w or (qk , w) ∈ E}, i.e., the neighborhood of an agents is

composed by the agents that are located in the same node it is located, and the nodes that are connected through
paths of length one to the node it occupies (shown in Figure 2-bottom).
Note that the neighborhoods of agents Nk and nodes Ni are distinguished by the subindex i for the neighborhood
of a node and k for the neighborhood of an agent. For the remainder of this paper, we will use this type of notation
to distinguish nodes from agents where similar concepts are defined for both. Therefore a subindex k is used to
indicate an agent description while a subindex i is used to indicate an node description. Similarly a subindex j is
used to indicate a resource description.
Assumption 4 (Node dynamics) Each node i ∈ V may be described as a Controlled Hybrid Dynamical System
Hi that satisfies the following conditions:
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Neighbors of i

Neighbor of i
Neighbor of i
Neighbor of i
Node: i

Neighbor of i

Neighbor of i

Neighbors of k

Agent: k

Neighbor of k

Neighbor of k
Neighbor of k
Neighbor of k

Neighbor of k
Neighbor of k

Fig. 2.

Neighborhoods of nodes (top) and agents (agents). The neighborhood of a node i includes the nodes that are neighbors in the usual

graph theoretic sense and the agents that are located in node i. The neighborhood of an agent k includes the agents that are located in the same
node as k is, the node i = qk where agent k is located, and those agents located at nodes that are neighbors of node i = qk .

•

There exists one qi ∈ Qi for each (Ri , ci ) ∈ ΞNr × A, where ci represents the number of agents that occupy
node i ∈ V. Note that Qi is guaranteed to be finite.

•

The continuous dynamics Σq,i are to be designed. The restrictions are: Xq,i = Xi for all qi ∈ Qi (the
continuous state space is the same for all discrete modes), and Uq,i is a function of the states of the agents
located at node i.

•

A
A
There are no autonomous discrete transitions i.e., Sq,i
= ∅, GA
q,i = ∅, Zq,i = ∅ for all qi ∈ Qi . Therefore, we

drop the notation (·)C for the controlled transitions.
•

Every controlled transition label sq,i ∈ Sq,i is a function that maps the occurrence of an event in the node to
the next discrete mode of the system: sq,i : Ev → Qi for all qi ∈ Qi , where Ev is the set of possible node
events.

•

Ev contains two types of events: 1) Changes in the resources Ri for each node i, and 2) Changes in the
number of agents k ∈ A contained in Ni for each node i.
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•

Gq,i = Xi for all qi ∈ Qi i.e., a discrete transition is always possible regardless of what the continuous state
is.

•

There are no restrictions for the controlled transition maps Zq,i .

Assumption 5 (Agent dynamics) Each agent k ∈ A can be described as a Controlled Hybrid Dynamical System
Hk that satisfies the following conditions:
•

There exists one qk ∈ Qk for each i ∈ V. Note that Qk is guaranteed to be finite.

•

The continuous dynamics Σq,k are to be designed. The restrictions are Xq,k = Xk for all qk ∈ Qk (the
continuous state space is the same for all discrete modes), and Uq,k is a function of the state of the node that
agent k occupies. Note in Assumption 3 that the continuous part of the state of the agent (xk,1 , xk,2 , ..., xk,Nr ) ∈
Xk .

•

A
A
There are no autonomous discrete transitions i.e., Sq,k
= ∅, GA
q,k = ∅, Zq,k = ∅ for all qk ∈ Qk . Therefore,

we drop the notation (·)C for the controlled transitions.
•

Every controlled transition label sq,k ∈ Sq,k is a function that maps the occurrence of an event in the agent to
the next discrete mode of the system: sq,k : Ea → Qk for all qk ∈ Qk , where Ea is the set of possible agent
events.

•

Ea is a set of logic valued functions (unspecified at this moment because of being part of the design parameters).
If the output of ek ∈ Ea is true, then an event is generated, otherwise no event is generated.

•

Gq,k = Xk for all qk ∈ Qk i.e., a discrete transition is always possible regardless of what the continuous
state is.

•

There are no restrictions for the controlled transition maps Zq,k .

Assumptions 4 and 5 describe the dynamic behavior of the nodes and the agents. We believe they are as general
as possible, since they are based on the general description of hybrid systems [4]. The dynamics of a node behave as
follows: Given an initial hybrid condition - a discrete and a continuous state: (qi , xi ) - the continuous state evolves
according to the current continuous dynamics in force (Σq,i ) until the occurrence of a discrete event, caused by
a change in the resources of the node Ri or by the arrival (departure) of an agent to (from) the node. This event
causes the system to change to a new discrete state qi′ , where the evolution of the system continues according to
the new continuous dynamics Σq′ ,i .
The dynamics of an agent behave in a similar fashion to those of a node, with the following caveats: The discrete
states in the hybrid model of the agent represent the nodes in the network that may host the agent. Similarly, the
discrete transitions represent the migration of an agent between two nodes. Thus the agent events Ea , which are
discrete valued functions, must be designed to allow the agent to choose the best node in the network as a function
of its requirements. Finally note that the interactions between nodes and agents happen at both the continuous and
discrete levels: 1) The continuous input of the nodes dynamics are functions of the continuous states of the agents,
and vice-versa. 2) The discrete dynamics of the nodes are influenced by the movements of agents between nodes,
while the discrete dynamics of the agents are influenced by the availability of resources in the nodes.
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fq2

fq1

qi , xi

qk , xk

fi

qk , xk

qi , xi

...........

...........

Fig. 3.

Example of the dynamical behavior of agents and nodes. Agents are modeled as hybrid systems, which can be represented as hybrid

automata. Each mode in an automaton corresponds to a possible location of an agent in the network (Agents on top). Each transition between
modes represents a change of location made by an agent (agent at the bottom). The dynamics of the nodes are also modeled as hybrid systems.
Each mode represents a number of agents residing at a node paired with the availability of resources that varies in discrete manner. The agents
on top are located on a node, and therefore have a fixed discrete state, while the continuous dynamics of agents and the nodes that hosts them
are interacting. The agent at the bottom is moving between nodes, so a discrete transition is happening.
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C. Design objective
The objective is to design the nodes and agents dynamical equations such that the usage of the resources in
the environment (network) is optimized with respect to the requirements of the agents. In order to express these
requirements in a more formal way we assume:
Assumption 6 (Utility functions) Each agent k has an expression of its utility function Uk (xk ) : RNr → R where
xk = (xk,1 , xk,1 , ..., xk,Nr )T . The utility function is of the form:
Uk (xk ) =

Nr
X

uk,j (xk,j )

(1)

j=1

where uk,j (xk,j ) : R → R is assumed to be a strictly concave, non-decreasing, and differentiable function of xk,j
for all k ∈ A and all j ∈ R. Moreover, we assume that uk,j (xk,j ) → −∞ as xk,j → 0
Note that this assumption is not very restrictive; the least information that each agent should have is its own
utility function. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that the more resources an agent obtains, the more benefit
it achieves (strictly increasing utility function). The concavity and differentiability assumptions allow us to apply
convex optimization techniques [3], [31] without restricting the problem solution (it is only necessary to look for
the appropriate function that fits these constraints), and the requirement that uk,j (xk,j ) → −∞ as xk,j → 0 allows
us to avoid the possibility of any agent getting zero resources. Therefore, the design objective can be stated as:
Problem 1: Design the node and agent dynamics for all the components of the hybrid multiagent system described
in Assumptions 1-6, such that it is asymptotically stable with equilibrium state (qk , xk ) for all k ∈ A, and the
PNa
Uk (xk ).
equilibrium maximizes the aggregate utility of all the agents in the network as given by k=1
III. E QUIVALENT H IERARCHICAL O PTIMIZATION P ROBLEM
In order to gain insight into the design problem we first analyze an optimization problem that is based on
PNa
the network objective (maximization of
k=1 Uk (xk )) and the constraints imposed by the system dynamics
(Assumptions 1-6). Note that to formulate an optimization problem, we must consider a fixed configuration of
the network as in the following result:
Lemma 1 Given a fixed configuration of the network G (Fixed number of nodes, number of agents, amount of
PNa
resources), the equilibrium state (qk , xk ) for all k ∈ A that maximizes k=1
Uk (xk ) in Problem 1, is the solution,
under the same configuration, to the following optimization problem:
max

Na
X

(x1 ,..,xk ,..,xNa ),
k=1
(q1 ,..,qk ,..,qNa )
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subject to
xk,j ≥ 0,
qk ∈ V,
X

xk,j ≤ ri,j ,

for all (k, j) ∈ A × R

(3a)

for all k ∈ A

(3b)

for all (i, j) ∈ V × R

(3c)

{k:qk =i}

Proof: (2) follows from Problem 1. (3a) and (3b) are implied by Assumption 3. Finally (3c) follows from
Assumption 2.
The optimization problem in Lemma 1 is a mixed integer-nonlinear programming problem, and as a consequence
N P-complete in the number of the discrete states ( [35] Chapter 18), which in our case is given by the expression
Nd = NvNa that grows exponentially with the number of nodes in the network. Therefore, the numerical solution
of this problem becomes computationally intractable as the number of nodes in the network increases. We are not,
however, interested in solving this problem directly. Instead, we would like to use the formulation in Lemma 1 to
help us identify the desired characteristics of the dynamics of the nodes and the agents.
First, note that the resources of a node are allocated among the agents located in that node (Assumption 2),
which means that the agents only have access to the resources of the nodes that hosts them, as implied by (3c). We
show that this observation allows us to convert the mixed integer-nonlinear optimization problem into a hierarchical
problem, with two subproblems: A convex optimization problem within each node in the network, and an integer
optimization problem on the global behavior of the network.
Let Vi be the set of agents located at node i, i.e. Vi = {k ∈ A : vk = i}.
Lemma 2 Given a fixed possible distribution of agents D̄ = (q̄1 , ..q̄k , ..q̄Na ), the solution of (2)-(3) is given by
the solution for each (i, j) ∈ V × R of the concave optimization problem:
max

X

(xα,j ,xβ,j ,...,xγ,j ):
{κ∈Vi }
α,β,...,γ∈Vi

uκ,j (xκ,j )

(4)

subject to
xk,j ≥ 0,
X

for all k ∈ Vi

xk,j ≤ ri,j

(5a)
(5b)

{k∈Vi }

Proof: Assigning a fixed value i ∈ V to each qk allows us to discard equation (3b), rewrite equation (2) as
#
"
X
X
Uκ (xκ )
max
{i∈V}

(xα ,xβ ,...,xγ ):
qα =i,qβ =i,..,qγ =i {κ:qκ =i}

because agents at node i only have access to resources of node i. Equations (3a) and (3c) are also rewritten as a
set of equations indexed by V that are independent of the choice of qk , obtaining for each i ∈ V:
max

X

(xα ,xβ ,...,xγ ):
α,β,...,γ∈Vi {κ∈Vi }
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subject to
xk,j ≥ 0,
X

for all (k, j) ∈ Vi × R

xk,j ≤ ri,j ,

for all j ∈ R

{k∈Vi }

but the objective equation can be rewritten using (1) (and reordering sums) as:
!
Nr
X
X
max
uk,j (xk,j )
(xα ,xβ ,...,xγ ):
α,β,...,γ∈Vi j=1

(7)

{k∈Vi }

Since uk,j (xk,j ) is a strictly concave function of xk,j for each (k, j) ∈ A × R, the terms inside the parentheses of
equation (7), and the complete utility function are all concave functions of their arguments. Similarly the constraint
equations above are also concave in their arguments. These facts allows us to consider Nr independent concave
optimization problems within each node (one for each resource) proving the claim.
Let D = {D̄ = (q̄1 , ..q̄k , ..q̄Na ) : D̄ ∈ V Na }, be the set of all possible distributions of agents in the network.
Theorem 1 The optimization problem (2)-(3), is equivalent to the following hierarchical optimization problem:
X
max
Ui,j (D̄)
(8)
D̄∈D

(i,j)∈V×R

where for each (i, j) ∈ V × R:
Ui,j (D̄) =

max

X

(xα,j ,xβ,j ,...,xγ,j ):
{κ∈Vi }
α,β,...,γ∈Vi

uκ,j (xκ,j )

(9)

subject to
xk,j ≥ 0,
X

xk,j ≤ ri,j ,

for all k ∈ Vi : (i, j) ∈ V × R

(10a)

s.t. (i, j) ∈ V × R

(10b)

{k∈Vi }

Proof: Equations (9)-(10) are identical to (4)-(5). Then by Lemma 2, (9)-(10) are solution for the optimization
problem (2)-(3) if the distribution of agents is considered fixed. Therefore to obtain an equivalent description to
problem (2)-(3), the agent location has to be added as a decision variable to the problem in Lemma 2. Note that
because the agents are constrained to use resources from the node they occupy, the total benefit in the network
PNa
k=1 Uk (xk ) is identical to the sum of the benefit that each node in the network generates through the agents it

hosts i.e.

Na
X

k=1

Uk (xk ) =

X

X

uκ,j (xκ,j )

(i,j)∈V×R {κ∈Vi }

If both sides of this equations are maximized with respect to x and then with respect to q we obtain the equivalence
between (2) and (8)-(9).
The solution of the problem in Theorem 1, then takes on the following conceptual form (as depicted in Figure
4): A centralized algorithm generates a set of possible distributions of agents in the network, and communicates
this information to the nodes in the network, who solve the convex optimization problem (9)-(10) for each one of
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these possible configurations. As a result, they obtain a set of benefit values, one for each possible configuration,
that are communicated back to the centralized algorithm which selects the configuration that yields the optimum
performance for the complete network. While, this type of solution provides insight to the potential behavior of the
final design of the system as shown in section V, it is however undesirable and may even be unfeasible because of
its centralized nature (a feasible solution using a centralized randomized algorithm is discussed in [29]).

Distribute
agents

U

Add and
compare

U
U

Fig. 4. Conceptual view of the hierarchical solution: A centralized algorithm distributes the agents (Left). The nodes then allocate the resources
to the agents they host, compute the benefit, and send it back to the centralized algorithm that obtains the aggregate benefit in order to compare
the possible distributions (Right).

IV. S OLUTION

FOR THE

C ONCAVE O PTIMIZATION P ROBLEM

WITHIN EACH

N ODE

Consider the optimization problem in Lemma 2 (or equivalently the problem (9)-(10) in Theorem 1). For
simplicity, we drop the notation that indicates the node and type of resource (i, j) ∈ V × R. Thus we consider the
problem of maximizing:
U=

na
X

uk (xk ),

(11)

k=1

subject to
xk ≥ 0,
na
X

xk ≤ r

for all k ∈ {1, 2, ..., na}

(12a)
(12b)

k=1

where na (in general different from Na ) is the number of agents participating in this particular optimization task.
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Lemma 3 Let λp ∈ R for all p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na + 1}. The necessary and sufficient conditions for (x∗1 , x∗2 , ..., x∗na )
to be the maximal solution of the problem in (11)-(12) are:
dup
+ λna +1 − λp = 0 ∀p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na }
dxp

na
X

λna +1

λp xp = 0 ∀p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na }
!

(13b)

−xp ≤ 0 ∀p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na }

(13d)

(xk ) − r

k=1

na
X

(13a)

=0

(13c)

(xk ) − r ≤ 0

(13e)

k=1

λp ≤ 0 ∀p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na + 1}
Proof: Let gp = −xp for all p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na}, and gna +1 =

Pna

∗
k=1 (xk ) − r

(13f)

which are the constraints (12) of

the problem. Then, and using Lagrange multipliers, the Karush-Khun-Tucker conditions for optimality [31] become
nX
a +1
∂U
∂gj
+
λj
=0
∂xp
∂x
p
j=1

Evaluating the derivatives we obtain

for all j, p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na}, and

∂U
∂xp

∂gna +1
∂xp

=

∀p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na}

λp gp = 0

∀p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na + 1}

gp ≤ 0

∀p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na + 1}

λp ≤ 0

∀p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na + 1}

dup
xp

for all p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na},


0
j 6= p
∂gj
=

∂xp
−1
j=p

= 1 for all p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na}. Substituting these derivatives back into the

previous equations we obtain equation (13). Since both the utility function (11) and the constraints (12) are strictly
concave, equation (13) becomes a necessary and sufficient condition for the optimality of (x∗1 , x∗2 , ..., x∗na ).
Lemma 4 The solution (x∗1 , x∗2 , .., x∗na , λ∗1 , λ∗2 , ...λ∗na +1 ) of equation (13) is given by λ∗p = 0 for p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na}
and by

na
X

dup
+ λ = 0 ∀p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na }
dxp

(14a)

(xk ) − r = 0

(14b)

k=1

xp > 0 ∀p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na }
λ≤0
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for (x∗1 , x∗2 , .., x∗na , λ∗na +1 ) where λ = λ∗na +1 .
Proof: Consider equation (13e), and note that since xp ≥ 0 for all p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na } and that up (xp ) is
a strictly increasing function of xp for all p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na}, any choice of (x1 , x2 , ..., xna ) for (13e) such that
Pna
Pna
k=1 (xk )−r < 0 will be suboptimal. Thus equation (13e) must be modified as
k=1 (xk )−r = 0. This conclusion
automatically discards equation (13c) because it is trivially satisfied. Equation (13b) provides two choices for each
p: λp = 0 or xp = 0. The second choice however yields up (xp ) = −∞, violating the maximization of the utility
function U. Thus λp = 0 for all p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na }. The same argument leads to the modification of equation (13d)
to −xp < 0 for all p ∈ {1, 2, ..., na}. As a consequence of these observations (13a) and (13f) are simplified.
Conditions (13) are then modified to obtain (14).
Applying Lemmas 3 and 4 to equations (4) and (5), the main result of this section is stated as:
Theorem 2 Given the available resource ri,j of type j ∈ R in the node i ∈ V, the utility function (4) is maximized
by (x∗α,j , x∗β,j , ..., x∗γ,j ), where α, β, ...γ ∈ Vi subject to (5) if and only if for each (i, j) ∈ V ×R, (x∗α,j , x∗β,j , ..., x∗γ,j )
satisfies:
duκ,j
dxκ,j

xκ,j =x∗
κ,j

X

+ λ∗i,j = 0 ∀κ ∈ Vi

(x∗κ,j ) − ri,j = 0

(15a)
(15b)

κ∈Vi

V. D ESIGN

OF THE

x∗κ,j > 0 ∀κ ∈ Vi

(15c)

λ∗i,j ≤ 0

(15d)

C ONTINUOUS DYNAMICS

OF

AGENTS AND N ODES

Based on the results of Section III we now provide a precise description for the continuous dynamics for both
agents and nodes. We start by recognizing that the hierarchical structure proposed in Theorem 1 allows us to design
the continuous dynamics independently from the discrete dynamics. We say that an optimization problem P is
solved exactly by a system H, if H has a unique asymptotically stable equilibrium point he that solves P.
Proposition 1 In order to exactly solve the optimization problem stated in Lemma 2 using the hybrid model for
nodes and agents given in Assumptions 4 and 5, only the continuous dynamics in such models need to be considered.
Proof: Without loss of generality, consider a fixed amount of resources available on each node. This assumption
is not restrictive because allowing variations in the resources according to Assumptions 2 and 4 does not change
the logical arguments of the proof and only causes the size of the discrete state space to increase by a factor
identical to the size of the set Ξ. Therefore, in order to simplify notation we restrict ourselves to the case where
the resources remain fixed. From Assumption 4 note that there is a discrete state qi in node’s hybrid model for
each possible number of agents residing in node i. So for any given choice of discrete states (q1 , ..., qk , ..., qNa ) ∈
Q1 × ...× Qk × ...× QNa in the agent’s model, there is a discrete state (q1 , ..., qi , ..., qNa ) ∈ Q1 × ...× Qi × ...× QNv
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in each node’s model that remains invariant as long as the discrete states of the agents remain fixed. Then the hybrid
states of both nodes hi = (qi , xq,i ), ∀i ∈ V and agents hk = (qk , xq,k ), ∀k ∈ V have fixed discrete dynamics if the
distribution of agents D̄ remains fixed, which is true by assumption in Lemma 2. This implies that the continuous
dynamics of the nodes Σi and the agents Σk interact without switching between discrete states as long as the
distribution remains fixed. This implies that the optimization within each node must be solved by the corresponding
continuous dynamics.
The reader may note that the optimization problem in Lemma 2 is a special case of a resource allocation problem
considered in the literature, namely the dynamic modeling of congestion control algorithms on the Internet [1], [17],
[19], [36], [41]. As a consequence, we use such results in the design of the continuous dynamics of agents and nodes
in our problem, enabling a coordination algorithm that solves the optimization problem of interest. Specifically,
following the treatment in [19], the optimization problem in Lemma 2 is a special case of equation (1 in [19]) when
L has only one link. Therefore it is possible to apply the results in [1], [17], [19], [36], [41] to solve our problem.
According to [19] there are three types of dynamical systems capable of solving the optimization problem in
Lemma 2: A primal algorithm, a dual algorithm, and a primal-dual algorithm. We choose the primal-dual approach
for our problem because it is better suited for the hybrid models in Assumptions 4 and 5. It is important to note that
the primal and the dual approaches may also be used. A discussion of these alternatives can be found in Section
VII.
We now provide a description for a dynamical system that solves exactly the optimization problem in Lemma 2.
This description is based on the primal-dual algorithm developed in [1], [41], and generalized in [19], [36]. Note
that the state of the agents xk,j is similar to the state of the routes xr in [19], and the resources ri,j are the analog
of the link capacity cl in [19]. We now let pi,j be the continuous state of the node i ∈ V and resource j ∈ R,
which is the analog to the price pl in [19]. We note that the primal-dual description in [19] differs slightly from
that in [36]. The following result uses the description in [36].
Lemma 5 Given a fixed distribution of agents D̄ ∈ D, the optimization problem in Lemma 2 is solved exactly for
each (i, j) ∈ V × R, by the following dynamical system:

ẋα,j = Kα,j (xα,j ) u′α,j (xα,j ) − pi,j

ẋβ,j = Kβ,j (xβ,j ) u′β,j (xβ,j ) − pi,j
..
.

(16a)
(16b)

..
.

ẋγ,j = Kγ,j (xγ,j ) u′γ,j (xγ,j ) − pi,j

+
ṗi,j = Li,j (pi,j )(yi,j − ri,j ) pi,j



(16c)
(16d)

where α, β, ..., γ ∈ Vi , xκ = (xκ,1 , xκ,2 , ..., xκ,Nr ) is the continuous state of agent κ ∈ Vi ⊆ A, pi = (pi,1 , pi,2 , ..., pi,Nr )
P
is the continuous state of node i ∈ V, yi,j = κ∈Vi xκ,j , Kκ,j (xκ,j ) is any nondecreasing, continuous function
with Kκ,j (xκ,j ) > 0 for xκ,j > 0 for all κ ∈ Vi , Li,j (pi,j ) is a positive, nondecreasing continuous function,
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u′α,j (xα,j ) =

duκ,j
dxκ,j (xα,j )

is the derivative of the utility function of agent κ and resource j with respect to its

argument, and the notation


+
g(t) t =



g(t),

t > 0,


max(g(t), 0), t = 0.

Proof: From Proposition 1 we know that the problem in Lemma 2 is solved using only continuous dynamics
in agents and nodes. Then, given a pair (i, j) ∈ V × R we note that the optimization problem (4)-(5) is a special
case of the problem (2.1)-(2.2) in [36] (or equivalently (1) in [19]). So following the discussion on the Primal-Dual
Algorithm in [19], [36] it is clear that the optimization problem in Lemma 2 is exactly solved by (16).
Based on the previous result we can establish a detailed model for the continuous dynamics of the nodes and
the agents. This dynamic description is guaranteed to solve the optimization problem in Lemma 2, or equivalently
the problem (9)-(10) in Theorem 1. Therefore the continuous dynamics of this interconnected system will solve
the optimization of the network resources locally leaving the global optimization to the discrete dynamics of the
hybrid models.
Proposition 2 For each qi ∈ Qi and all i ∈ V the the continuous dynamical system has the following description:
1) The continuous state space Xq,i = P where P = {(p1 , p2 , ..., pNr ) ∈ RNr }.
2) The continuous dynamics are given in a diagonal matrix:

fq,i,1
0
...

..

.
 0
fq,i,2

fq,i =  .
..
..
 ..
.
.

0

...

where

0

0
..
.
0
fq,i,Nr










X

+
ṗq,i,j = fq,i,j = Lq,i,j (pq,i,j ) (
µ) − rq,i,j pq,i,j ,

∀j ∈ R,

µ∈Uq,i

where Lq,i,j (pq,i,j ) is a positive, nondecreasing continuous function.
S
3) The set of continuous inputs Uq,i = j∈R Uq,i,j where Uq,i,j = {xq,κ,j : κ ∈ Vi }.

Proof: Assumption 2 states that the number of types of resources in the network Nr is constant for all nodes

i ∈ V, and Lemma 5 implies there exists one state dimension for each type of resource in the network, then
Xq,i ⊆ RNr . Since there are no limitations for Xq,i we make Xq,i = RNr for all qi ∈ Qi and all i ∈ V in item 1).
For item 2) note that (16d) describes the dynamics of one resource being allocated inside each node. Therefore
in order to completely describe the Nr resources available in each node one must consider Nr decoupled resource
dynamics proving the claim.
Finally for item 3), the continuous control inputs for each node i ∈ V described by yi,j in (16d) are the states of
all the agents located in that node i.e., {xκ : κ ∈ Vi }, which implies the third item for all qi ∈ Qi and all i ∈ V.
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Proposition 3 For each qk ∈ Qk the the continuous dynamical system has the following description:
1) The continuous state space Xq,k = X where X = {x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xNr ) ∈ RNr ; x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, ..., xNr ≥
0}.
2) The continuous dynamics are given in a diagonal matrix:

fq,k,1
0
...

..

.
 0
fq,k,2

fq,k =  .
..
..
 ..
.
.

0

...

0

0
..
.
0
fq,k,Nr

where











ẋq,k,j = fq,k,j = Kq,k,j (xq,k,j ) u′q,k,j (xq,k,j ) − µq,k,j ,

∀j ∈ R,

where Kq,κ,j (xq,κ,j ) is any nondecreasing, continuous function with Kq,κ,j (xκ,j ) > 0 for xq,κ,j > 0 for all
qκ = i and u′q,k,j (xq,k,j ) =

duq,k,j
dxq,k,j

3) The set of continuous inputs Uq,k
pq,i,j for k ∈ Vi .

(xq,k,j ).
S
= j∈R Uq,k,j where Uq,k,j is the singleton {pq,i,j ; k ∈ Vi } i.e., µq,k,j =

Proof: Follows from similar arguments to the proof of Proposition 2.
We now prove that each possible distribution of agents forms a continuous dynamical system that is globally
asymptotically stable with an equilibrium point that solves exactly the optimization problem in Lemma 2. This
result is an extension of Lemma 5, but is important for our problem, because it guarantees that whatever the
location of the agents in the nodes is, the system will achieve the local optimum solution for that particular choice
of location. Therefore, each particular combination of discrete states of nodes and agents (q1 , ..., qi , ..., qNa ) ∈
Q1 × ... × Qi × ... × QNv , and (q1 , ..., qk , ..., qNa ) ∈ Q1 × ... × Qk × ... × QNa , (which we call interconnection)
will have a globally asymptotically stable point. The state will only be perturbed from that equilibrium when a
discrete event occurs on the agents or on the nodes, but will automatically go towards the equilibrium point of the
new interconnection, and locally optimizes the resource distribution for this new interconnection.
Theorem 3 A selection of discrete states of the agents (q1 , ..., qk , ..., qNa ) ∈ Q1 × ... × Qk × ... × QNa , and of
discrete states of the nodes (q1 , ..., qi , ..., qNa ) ∈ Q1 × ... × Qi × ... × QNv , generates Nv × Nr interconnected
systems indexed by (i, j) ∈ V × R, where each of them is governed by the following continuous dynamics:

ẋq,α,j = Kq,α,j (xq,α,j ) u′q,α,j (xq,α,j ) − pq,i,j

ẋq,β,j = Kq,β,j (xq,β,j ) u′q,β,j (xq,β,j ) − pq,i,j
..
.

(17b)

..
.


ẋq,γ,j = Kq,γ,j (xq,γ,j ) u′q,γ,j (xq,γ,j ) − pq,i,j


X
 +
ṗq,i,j = Lq,i,j (pq,i,j ) (
xq,κ,j ) − rq,i,j
κ∈Vi
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where α, β, ..., γ ∈ Vi .
Moreover, each interconnected system (indexed by (i, j) ∈ V × R) is globally asymptotically stable with an
equilibrium point that satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2 i.e., solves exactly the optimization problem in Lemma
2.
Proof: Given a selection of discrete states (q1 , ..., qk , ..., qNa ) ∈ Q1 × ... × Qk × ... × QNa made by the
agents, the nodes, which have information about the resource availability, automatically jump to a discrete set of
modes (q1 , ..., qi , ..., qNa ) ∈ Q1 × ... × Qi × ... × QNv . The agents selection (q1 , ..., qk , ..., qNa ) imply that each
one of these agents k ∈ A has located itself in a node identified by qk . This implies that each node i ∈ V indexes
an interconnected system composed of itself and the set of agents located on it {k ∈ A :∈ Vi } obtaining Nv
interconnected systems. However, since the the dynamics for both agents and nodes are decoupled in the resources
(second item in Propositions 2 and 3) we can consider the system as formed by Nv × Nr interconnected systems,
indexed by (i, j) ∈ V × R. Then from Propositions 2 and 3 the interconnected system (i, j) is governed by the
dynamics composed by fq,i,j and fq,α,j , fq,β,j , ..., fq,γ,j for α, β, ..., γ ∈ Vi , which is written as (17). Since this
equation is identical to (16), except for the notation stressing the dependence on the discrete mode, Lemma 5
implies that equations (17) are globally asymptotically stable, and that they exactly solve the optimization problem
in Lemma 2.
VI. A S IMULATION E XAMPLE
A. Experiment set-up
In this section we provide a simulation example to clarify the concepts developed in the paper. We are interested
in testing the validity of Theorem 3 and its relationship to the solution of the optimization problem (9)-(10) as
given in Theorem 2.
We consider a set of ten agents (Na = 10) and a graph composed of three nodes (Nv = 3). We assume for
simplicity that the graph is completely connected and that there is only one type of resource available in the network
(Nr = 1). The utility functions of the agents, in reference to Assumption 6, have the form:
Uk (xk ) = wk ln(xk )

(18)

for all k ∈ A = {1, .., 10}, where we have dropped the dependence on the resource index for simplicity. The
utility function (18) satisfies Assumption 6 as long as wk > 0. Note that wk ; k = 1, · · · , 10 are weighting
factors for each agent, and are used to quantify the importance that the resource has for each agent (the greater
the value of wk the more important is the resource for agent k). In our example, we arbitrarily choose wk as:
(w1 , w2 , ..., w10 ) = (0.5, 0.6, 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.9, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1). Note that the particular choice of utility function
for this test is commonly referred to as proportional fairness [1], [17], [19], [36], [41].
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The dynamics of nodes and agents following Propositions 2 and 3, are described by:
X

fq,i = Lq,i (pq,i ) (

xq,k ) − rq,i

{k:qk =i}

fq,k = Kq,k (xq,k )


wk
− pq,i=qk ,
xq,k

+

pq,i

,

∀i ∈ V = {1, 2, 3},

(19a)

∀k ∈ A

(19b)

where Lq,i (pq,i ) = tanh(pq,i ) + 1, ∀qi ∈ Qi ∀i ∈ V, and Kq,k (xq,k ) = 50xq,k ∀qk ∈ Qk ∀k ∈ A, satisfying the
conditions in Propositions 2 and 3.
The interconnected system is tested over the time interval T = [0, 9] sec. The agents start at t = 0 located
as: (q1 , q2 , ..., q10 ) = (1, 3, 2, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 3, 2) with the continuous initial condition (x1 (0), x2 (0), ..., x10 (0)) =
(2, 1, 3, 2.2, 2, 1, 4.5, 8, 2, 2). The nodes start with the resource amounts (r1 , r2 , r3 ) = (2, 4, 3) and the continuous
initial conditions (p1 (0), p2 (0), p3 (0)) = (2, 3, 2). During the simulation, two events are generated to test different
conditions on the interconnected system: At t = 3 agent 7 changes its location from q7 = 1 to q7 = 2, creating the
new configuration (q1 , q2 , ..., q10 ) = (1, 3, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2), and at t = 6 the resource at node 3 is changed from
r3 = 3 to r3 = 2, so the new resource vector becomes (r1 , r2 , r3 ) = (2, 4, 2). Note from this simulation conditions
that agents and nodes only visit a subset of the discrete modes in their model: Agents 1, 2, ..., 6, 8, 9, 10 only visit the
mode that corresponds to their location in the graph, which does not change during the test, while agent 7 starts at
M ODE : q7 = 1 and at t = 3 changes to M ODE : q7 = 2. Node 1 which initially hosts agent 7 starts the simulation
at M ODE : q1 = (4 agents, r = 2) and at t = 3 switches to M ODE : q1 = (3 agents, r = 2). Node 2, which
is the final destination of agent 7, starts the simulation at M ODE : q2 = (3 agents, r = 4) and at t = 3 switches
to M ODE : q2 = (4 agents, r = 4). Finally node 3 starts the simulation at M ODE : q3 = (3 agents, r = 3)
and at t = 6 switches to M ODE : q3 = (3 agents, r = 2). These changes of modes have a direct effect on the
continuous dynamics. A mode switch on an agent causes the term pq,i=qk to change in (19b) (because the rest of
the term are identical for all modes int his model). A switch on a node causes rq,i to change in (19a) is because
P
of a change in the resource while causing ( {k:qk =i} xq,k ) to change in (19a) if the switch is caused by a change
in the number of agents residing in the node.
B. Results
Given the initial conditions for the continuous states, the locations of the agents in the network, and the resources
available at each node as explained in the previous subsection, the state of the system is expected to converge to an
asymptotically stable equilibrium point that coincides with the solution of the optimization problem (9)-(10) with
our particular choice of utility function (18). In order to obtain such equilibrium point we apply Theorem 2 to (18),
obtaining, for each i ∈ V:
x∗k = P

λ∗k = −

ri wk
{κ∈Vi }

wκ

1 X
wκ
ri

∀k ∈ Vi
∀k ∈ Vi

(20a)
(20b)

{κ∈Vi }
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Substituting the values for wk and ri given in previous subsection, and considering the three possible discrete
configurations, one for each interval between the beginning of the simulation, the events, and the end of the
simulation, we obtain the optimal solutions shown in Table I
Time Interval

t∈I

t ∈ [0, 3)

t ∈ [3, 6)

t ∈ [6, 9]

Agent Location

(q1 , q2 , ..., q10 )

(1, 3, 2, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 3, 2)

(1, 3, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2)

(1, 3, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2)

Resource Availability

(r1 , r2 , r3 )

(2, 4, 3)

(2, 4, 3)

(2, 4, 2)

Optimal Solution

(x∗1 , ..., x∗5 )
(x∗6 , ..., x∗10 )

(0.47, 1.63, 0.66, 0.81, 2.66)

(0.58, 1.63, 0.40, 0.81, 1.60)

(0.58, 1.09, 0.40, 0.54, 1.60)

(0.85, 0.38, 0.28, 0.54, 0.66)

(1.05, 1.60, 0.35, 0.54, 0.40)

(1.05, 1.60, 0.35, 0.36, 0.40)

TABLE I
O PTIMAL SOLUTION TO THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM (9)-(10) WITH UTILITY FUNCTION GIVEN BY (18) FOR EACH CONFIGURATION THAT
THE INTERCONNECTED SYSTEM VISITS DURING THE SIMULATION .
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Dynamic behavior and optimal stable equilibria of agents 1 (left) and 2 (right). The solid (blue) curves show the dynamic behavior

of the states. The segmented (green) vertical lines indicate the occurrence of events that change the operating conditions of the system and are
summarized in Table I. The dotted (blue) horizontal lines with ∗-marks at the extreme points indicate the optimal solution to the corresponding
optimization problem for the system configuration during that time interval, which is found in Table I and is expected to coincide with the
equilibrium point where the dynamics approach during such interval.

The results are summarized in Figures 5- 10. The plots in Figures 5-9, show the time evolution of the continuous
states of the 10 agents (in order) involved in the test. The vertical segmented lines indicate the time of occurrence of
the events that were mentioned in the previous subsection. The horizontal dotted lines with ∗-marks at the extreme
points indicate the expected equilibrium points during for each interval between events given by the solution of the
optimization problem (9)-(10) with utility function (18), which are shown in Table I. As seen from Figures 5-9,
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Time evolution and Equilibra of x3

Time evolution and Equilibra of x4
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Dynamic behavior and optimal stable equilibria of agents 3 (left) and 4 (right). The solid (blue) curves show the dynamic behavior

of the states. The segmented (green) vertical lines indicate the occurrence of events that change the operating conditions of the system and are
summarized in Table I. The dotted (blue) horizontal lines with ∗-marks at the extreme points indicate the optimal solution to the corresponding
optimization problem for the system configuration during that time interval, which is found in Table I and is expected to coincide with the
equilibrium point where the dynamics approach during such interval.
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Dynamic behavior and optimal stable equilibria of agents 5 (left) and 6 (right). The solid (blue) curves show the dynamic behavior

of the states. The segmented (green) vertical lines indicate the occurrence of events that change the operating conditions of the system and are
summarized in Table I. The dotted (blue) horizontal lines with ∗-marks at the extreme points indicate the optimal solution to the corresponding
optimization problem for the system configuration during that time interval, which is found in Table I and is expected to coincide with the
equilibrium point where the dynamics approach during such interval.
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Time evolution and Equilibra of x
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Dynamic behavior and optimal stable equilibria of agents 7 (left) and 8 (right). The solid (blue) curves show the dynamic behavior

of the states. The segmented (green) vertical lines indicate the occurrence of events that change the operating conditions of the system and are
summarized in Table I. The dotted (blue) horizontal lines with ∗-marks at the extreme points indicate the optimal solution to the corresponding
optimization problem for the system configuration during that time interval, which is found in Table I and is expected to coincide with the
equilibrium point where the dynamics approach during such interval.
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Dynamic behavior and optimal stable equilibria of agents 9 (left) and 10 (right). The solid (blue) curves show the dynamic behavior

of the states. The segmented (green) vertical lines indicate the occurrence of events that change the operating conditions of the system and are
summarized in Table I. The dotted (blue) horizontal lines with ∗-marks at the extreme points indicate the optimal solution to the corresponding
optimization problem for the system configuration during that time interval, which is found in Table I and is expected to coincide with the
equilibrium point where the dynamics approach during such interval.
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Time evolution of p , p , and p
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Fig. 10. Dynamic behavior of nodes 1 (dotted blue curve), 2 (segmented green curve), and 3 (solid red curve). The segmented (green) vertical
lines indicate the occurrence of events that change the operating conditions of the system and are summarized in Table I.

the states of all the agents converge to a stable equilibrium point on each interval between events. This equilibria
coincides with the optimal solution given in Table I.
To see the effects of the events on agents, observe for example the behavior of agents 1 (Figure 5 left), 6 (Figure
7 right), 7 (Figure 8 left), and 8 (Figure 8 right), which start the simulation at node 1. The states of these agents
converge to an equilibrium point that coincides with that given in Table I column 1 before t = 3. Then at t = 3
agent 7 switches from node 1 to node 2. This releases some resources from node 1, and such resources may be
allocated to the remaining agents in the node (1, 6, 8). As a consequence, the state (x1 , x6 , x8 ) is no longer at an
optimal configuration, and thus becomes unstable. The new configuration, however, has a new optimal stable point,
given in Table I column 2, which is reached by agents state (x1 , x6 , x8 ) after a transient period before t = 6.
A similar behavior is observed in the time evolution of the states of agents 3 (Figure 6 left), 5 (Figure 7 left),
and 10 (Figure 9 right), which start the simulation at node 2. After having converged (before t = 3) to the optimal
stable equilibrium point given in Table I column 1, agent 7 arrives to node 2 at t = 3. This generates a new
system composed by the dynamics of node 2, and agents 3, 5, 7, and 10 that after a transient period (before t = 6)
converge to the new equilibrium point given in Table I column 2. The effect of the movement of agent 7 can also
be observed in the state of the nodes in Figure 10. Both states of nodes 1 and 2 reach a stable equilibrium point
before t = 3, then the event changes the operating point of the systems at nodes 1 and 2 which is seen in the new
transient period towards a new stable equilibrium.
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Note that the event that moves agent 7 from node 1 to 2 does not affect the dynamics of node 3 (Figure 10) and
of the agents residing on it i.e., agents 2 (Figure 5 right), 4 (Figure 6 right), and 9 (Figure 9 left).
The second event that changes the amount of resources at node 3 from r3 = 3 to r3 = 2 only affects the dynamics
of the interconnected system at node 3 formed by the node’s dynamics (Figure 10) and agents 2 (Figure 5 right),
4 (Figure 6 right), and 9 (Figure 9 left). In these figures, it can be observed that the agents and the node converge
(before t = 6) to an equilibrium point given in Table I column 2, and after the event at t = 6 they switch their
dynamics to approach a new equilibrium point given in Table I column 3.
To summarize, we observe as expected from Theorem 3, that each different configuration of agents locations
and amounts of resources, with dynamics given in Propositions 2 and 3 have a stable equilibrium point which
coincides with the solution to its corresponding optimization problem. We have also observed that agent-related
events affect the dynamic behavior and optimal solution of the systems at both the origin and destination nodes,
while node-related events only affect the condition at the local node. This happens in part because we have not
included discrete transition rules in the agent’s and node’s hybrid models. We expect this to change when the design
is complete.
VII. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

The problem studied in this paper considers agents moving on a network of discrete locations. The agents need
resources in order to perform some tasks, and such resources are provided by the environment. The agents’ objective
is to obtain the best possible resources from the network in order to maximize their satisfaction measured using
a utility function. The objective of the multi-agent system, however, is to achieve a group behavior such that the
utilization of the network resources is globally optimized.
The overall behavior of the system includes resource allocation, movement of agents between discrete locations,
and a change of network conditions. Therefore, both agents and nodes need to be described using continuous
(resource allocation) and discrete dynamics (agents movement and varying network conditions) that can be captured
by a hybrid model [4], [21]. The hybrid model we propose is incomplete, and this paper outlines how to obtain the
continuous dynamics only, leaving the discrete dynamics unspecified.
The continuous dynamics are designed using results borrowed from Internet congestion control algorithms [1],
[17], [19], [36], [41]. This is done by obtaining an optimization problem that is equivalent to the multi-agent system
overall objective, and then using the results in [19], [36] to obtain a precise dynamical description of the continuous
dynamics of nodes and agents. This model forms an interconnected system for each possible configuration of agents
and nodes that is globally asymptotically stable by design, and that optimizes the usage of resources locally within
each node.
The discrete dynamics are a key factor to achieving global optimization of resource utilization in the network.
The design of this part of the model is expected to take on several analytical steps. The first step which is already
being pursued is to apply an abstraction procedure [2], [30] to the continuous dynamics of the system, in order
to obtain a simplified, but still meaningful description of the dynamic behavior of the interconnected system. To
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obtain this abstract description note that since each possible configuration of the system generates a stable system,
so it can be substituted by its unique stable equilibrium point given by the solution of the optimization problem
(9)-(10) in Theorem 2. This may be done using a similar procedure to that discussed in [30]. Then, with a discrete
description of the interconnected system available, we expect to be able to design simple discrete transition rules
that achieve a global optimization of the utilization of resources in the network, or to obtain a suboptimal solution.
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